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This article gives an overview on the advance of spin noise
spectroscopy (SNS) in semiconductors in the past 8 years from
the ﬁrst measurements in bulk n-GaAs [Oestreich et al., Phys.
Rev. Lett. 95, 216603 (2005)] up to the recent achievement of
optical detection of the intrinsic spin ﬂuctuations of a single
hole conﬁned in an individual self-assembled quantum dot
[Dahbashi et al., arXiv:1306.3183 (2013)]. We discuss the
general technical implementation of optical SNS and the
invaluable proﬁt of the introduction of real-time fast Fourier
transform analysis into the data acquisition. By now, the full
spin dynamic from the milli- to picosecond timescales can be
addressed by SNS and the technique quickly strides ahead to
enable real quantum non-demolition measurements in
semiconductors.
Spin noise spectra recorded in 2005 in bulk n-GaAs with
approximately 109 electron spins (Oestreich et al.) and 2013
(Dahbashi et al.) for a single hole spin. The integration time for
the latter is more than a factor of 40 shorter due to the signiﬁcant
advances in the measurement technique.
1 Introduction The extraction of useful information
from seemingly completely incoherent processes has been a
unique ﬁeld in the applied and theoretical sciences ever
since. Such processes do not only appear in distinct systems
like the Brownian motion of microscopic entities [3, 4], zero
point ﬂuctuations in quantum mechanics [5], or the light
emission of thermal radiation sources [6, 7] but are also
present in such large scale systems as weather, trafﬁc, and
nowadays information ﬂow. The linking discipline of all of
these ﬁelds is statistical physics whereas the ever-present
fundamental thermodynamical ﬂuctuations become apparent
as the ubiquitous phenomenon of noise. In general, noise is
not always an obstacle, which makes exact measurements
difﬁcult in experimental physics, but in contrast contains all
information about the dynamical properties on how a system
would return back to equilibrium if it had been excited
before. The closed mathematical description of this
fundamental connection between noise and the temporal
relaxation dynamic is given by the ﬂuctuation–dissipation
theorem [8].
The change of a distinct initial, i.e., prepared, state due to
relaxation and dephasing processes plays a major role as well
in all systems, which deal with the quantum mechanical
entity of the spin. The spin degree of freedom in solid state
systems, especially in semiconductors, has attracted a great
attention over the past decade in the ﬁeld of semiconductor
spintronics [9–11]. The main focus in this research ﬁeld
comprises the exploitation and targeted control and
manipulation of the carrier and nuclear spin in order to
establish information processing techniques, which do not
only rely on the charge of carriers. A vast number of
experimental methods already exist, which are capable to
extract information on the spin dynamic in a large range of
semiconductor systems [12]. Among the optical methods
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spin noise spectroscopy (SNS) matured over the past 8 years
(cf. Refs. [1, 2]) into a very powerful and versatile tool with
distinct advantages for the investigation of the spin dynamic
in a variety of semiconductor systems [13, 14].
The ﬁrst part of this article brieﬂy reviews the basic
concepts of SNS followed by the presentation of the state of
the art along with the achievement of speciﬁc milestones in
SNS. The last section provides an outlook how SNS might
develop in the near future.
2 Basics of spin noise It was already Felix Bloch
who noted in his famous paper about nuclear induction in
1946 [15] that even in the absence of any orientation by an
external magnetic ﬁeld one can expect in a sample with N
nuclei of magnetic moment m to ﬁnd a resultant moment of
the order N1/2·m because of the statistically incomplete
cancellation for any given projection axis. For such non-
interacting spins – which applies in the most general case as
well to the independent spins of atoms in gases or of
electrons or holes in semiconductors – the sample system
does not bear a permanent polarization of the spins. The
present spin polarization is purely stochastic and its decay or
rising dynamic is characterized by the speciﬁc spin
coherence or relaxation time ts. The effects determining
ts and leading for instance to decoherence are manifold and
very strongly depend upon the system under investigation. A
pure quantum mechanical treatment of homogenous
quantum-decoherence is possible [16–18] but most often
the representation of a random walk on the Bloch sphere is
easier expressible with a characteristic correlation time
picturing homogeneous and inhomogeneous dephasing
processes depending on the type of correlation [19].
2.1 Measurement of spin noise Noise spectrosco-
py in general relies upon the fact that the complete temporal
dynamic of a system at thermal equilibrium can be gathered
from the noise spectrum of the investigated entity without
driving the system out of equilibrium [8]. There are several
ways of detecting the noise of ﬂuctuating spins. First
successful approaches are based upon nuclear magnetic
resonance techniques [20]. Others followed using magneto-
metric methods [21–23]. Rugar and coworkers [24–29] have
chosen an elegant method to extract the magnetic dissipation
and ﬂuctuations by magnetic force microscopy. However, in
all systems, which have sufﬁcient spin and orbital degrees of
freedom and accessible optical transitions – which holds for
most atoms and semiconductor alloys – the spin dynamic can
as well be probed optically due to the optical selection
rules [30, 31]. Hence, an effective but ﬂuctuating spin
polarization can be mapped onto the intensity of a
transmitted probe light beam due to dichroic bleaching of
the participating optical transitions [32–34]. However, any
continuous or modulated injection of carriers due to
absorption can alter the spin dynamic signiﬁcantly.
Especially in semiconductors optical pumping induces spin
dephasing mechanisms, which often overshadow the
inherent spin dynamic [35–37]. A widely employed
alternative to investigate the spin dynamic without the
obstacles of optical pumping is optical Faraday rotation with
probe photon energies in the transparent regime. In the ﬁeld
of semiconductor physics, this holds for photon energies
below the band gap.
In optical SNS, the effective spin polarization at thermal
equilibrium gives rise to Faraday rotation of the transmitted
linear light polarization. The two circular light components,
which represent the linear light polarization, experience
different dispersions in the sample due to the optical spin
selection rules. The ﬁrst successful optical measurement of
spin noise by Faraday rotation in the transparent regime was
achieved by Aleksandrov and Zapasskii [38] in atom optics
on a gas of sodium atoms by modulating a transverse
external magnetic ﬁeld and using a lock-in technique. Later,
Crooker et al. [39] systematically investigated the spin
noise in rubidium gas in a steady state experiment for a wide
range of experimental conditions. For sufﬁcient detuning
from the probed optical resonance, off-resonant probing [40]
even establishes a quantum non-demolition measurement of
the atomic spin [41, 42] and represents a key ingredient of a
series of light-matter and matter–matter entanglement
experiments [43–45].
2.2 Spin noise in a nutshell In general, optical SNS
measures the noise-power spectrum of the stochastically
ﬂuctuating spin polarization sz(t) projected onto the axis
of light propagation, which is in the following deﬁned
by the z-axis. The Wiener–Chinchin theorem [46, 47] states
that the autocorrelation function of the stochastic processes
in the time domain is fully represented by the power-
spectrum in the frequency domain. For example, the
autocorrelation function of sz(t) with a characteristic
homogenous spin decoherence rate gs¼ 1/ts can be written
for t> 0 [18, 48, 49] as
szðtÞ ¼ hszð0ÞszðtÞi / cosð2pvLtÞegst: ð1Þ
Here, vL denotes the Larmor frequency in a potentially
present transverse magnetic ﬁeld. The power spectrum
SSN(v) is obtained by taking the Fourier transformation
(FFT) of Sz(t) and results in
SSNðvÞ ¼ PSN gs
g2s þ p24ðv vLÞ2
þ gs
g2s þ p24ðvþ vLÞ2
 !
:
ð2Þ
Here, SSN(v) consists of twomirrored Lorentzian functions each
centered at vL. For frequencies vL > gs  0, the resulting
noise spectra nicely follow a single Lorentz function where PSN
represents the integrated spin noise power. Caremust be taken if
the width of the Lorentz function strongly exceeds the Larmor
frequency, i.e., gs  vL. In this case, the measured line-shape
of the spectrum changes since only positive frequencies are
detected and the negative frequency range is folded back into
the positive part of the frequency power spectrum.
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Homogeneous spin decoherence processes generally
result in a Lorentzian shaped spin noise contribution in the
noise spectra with a full width at half maximum given by
gh¼ gs/p. However, stochastic inhomogeneities in the
sample broaden the spin noise signal due to, e.g., g-factor
variations or hyperﬁne interaction and lead to a frequency
spectrum generally following a normal distribution with a
standard deviation ss. In this case, the pure inhomogeneous
spin dephasing rate gi is given by 2ss¼ gi/p [19]. For the
case that both – homogenous and inhomogeneous –
processes contribute equally to the spin noise spectrum, a
more detailed analysis based upon Voigt proﬁles is
necessary (see also Ref. [50] for details).
Figure 1 depicts a standard experimental spin noise
spectrum SSN(v) measured in n-doped bulk GaAs at
cryogenic temperatures with an applied external transverse
magnetic ﬁeld of Beff¼ 30mT. The transverse magnetic ﬁeld
modulates the stochastic spin polarization with the respec-
tive Larmor frequency vL ¼ g mB Beffj j=h. A background
spectrum acquired at much higher transverse magnetic ﬁelds
has already been subtracted from the depicted spectrum, i.e.,
for the background spectrum all spin noise power has been
shifted out of the detection range. The unit of measure for the
noise power density in electrical engineering is V2Hz1,
since it is standardized to the corresponding voltage
dropping at a 50V resistor. However, the Faraday rotation
noise power hu2Fiis measured in radians (rad2) and
conversion for small rotation angles uF takes place by
PSN ¼ hu2FiðaPlaserÞ2, where a is the electro-optic gain of the
detector and Plaser the probe laser power.
The integrated measured spin noise power PSN is for
small rotation angles proportional to the standard deviation
of the instantaneous polarization, which is calculated simply
from binominal statistics for a ﬁxed probability for each
individual event. In the case of a single electron spin only
two orientations 1/2 are possible. Thus, the average mean
deviation for a single spin from the zero average polarization
is hs21=2i ¼ 1=4. For an ergodic system, there is no difference
if many measurements m are either taken in parallel or
subsequently in time. In this case, the central limit theorem
states that for large m the stochastics can be well described
by a Gaussian probability distribution. Mathematically, for a
given number of non-interacting electrons N¼N"þN# in
thermal equilibrium the mean of each spin species "(#) is
thus hN"ð#Þi ¼ 0:5N with a standard deviation of
s"ð#Þ ¼ ðhN2"ð#Þi  hN"ð#Þi2Þ1=2 ¼ 0:5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
: ð3Þ
The average polarization hðN"  N#Þ=ðN" þ N#Þi is
zero in thermal equilibrium but the standard deviation of the
Faraday rotation angle becomes
hu2Fi1=2 /
s"
hN"i þ
s#
hN#i ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
=N: ð4Þ
For a given bulk sample volume, which is determined by
the sampling area A and the sampling length l, respectively,
and a ﬁxed carrier density n¼N/(Al) the spin noise power
density SSN increases with decreasing area A, i.e., with
decreasing sampling focus. On the other hand, the spin noise
power increases with the density n and length l. In the typical
experimental setup, the length l is determined by the
Rayleigh range of the focused light inside the sample
whereat the optimal Rayleigh range is equal to the thickness
of the sample. Please note that this relation holds only as long
as a homogenous density of spins can be deﬁned, i.e., for
large m. The situation is especially different for single
quantum dots, which have a much smaller effective volume
than Al.
2.3 Technical implementation Figure 2 depicts the
typical experimental cw-SNS setup: Linearly polarized
probe light from a low noise and single mode laser source,
e.g., from a stabilized diode laser, is transmitted through the
sample and acquires a stochastic Faraday rotation angle uF(t).
The ﬂuctuating linear light polarization after traversing the
sample is analyzed by a polarization bridge consisting of a
polarizing beam splitter – which can be either a polarizing
cube or a Wollaston prism – and a balanced photo receiver.
The electrical output of the balanced receiver is ampliﬁed by
an external low noise electrical ampliﬁer and then further
processed by spectral analysis.
The major noise source in optical SNS is in most cases
optical photon shot noise, which strongly contributes to the
total observed noise signal as a white background noise. The
optical shot noise scales with the number of photons and is
given by the laser light power Plaser and the photon energy
Elaser with a frequency independent (white) noise power
density SWN¼ 2a2ElaserPlaser Electrical noise from the
Figure 1 Typical experimental spin noise power density differ-
ence spectrum for a homogenous spin decay. The data has been
recorded in n-type GaAs at low temperatures with an applied
transverse magnetic ﬁeld of 30mT. The laser shot noise
background has already been subtracted. The center frequency
yields the Larmor frequency vL, the full-width at half maximum gh
is a measure for the spin dephasing rate, and the integrated area
depends inter alia on the square root of the number of contributing
spins normalized by their total number.
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detector and ampliﬁer further adds to the noise background
and becomes signiﬁcant at very low probe laser powers as
they are for example used in single-spin noise spectroscopy
[2, 51, 52]. The maximum height of the spin noise peak is
SSNðvLÞ ¼ 2hu2Fig1s ðaPlaserÞ2 and depends strongly on the
spin dephasing rate gs (cf. Eq. (2)), which makes the detection
of short spin lifetimes more challenging in view of a constant
background noise. For a given white background noise level
SWN and negligible other noise sources, the ratio h between
peak spin noise density SSN(vL) and SWN decreases with
increasing spin dephasing rate gs as h ¼ hu2FiPlaserg1s =Elaser
and ranges for typical semiconductor systems between 102
and 105 (see also Table 1 in Ref. [13]). However, some
sample systems are inﬂicted with certain restrictions, which
determine the maximal achievable value for h. For example,
in some experimental implementations the probe light power
has to be kept as small as possible in order to avoid residual
absorption [2, 51, 52].
Recently Glasenapp et al. [53] investigate the possibili-
ties to use a sophisticated way of polarimetry [54] in order
to enhance the spin noise signal. They exploit the fact that
the detected ﬂuctuation amplitude increases linearly with
increasing probe light power Plaser at the sample such that a
higher probe light power in the actual experiment yields
stronger signal. In order to keep the absolute light power on
the two photo-diodes of the balanced detector limited they
cross out most of the higher light power in one arm and
attenuate the uncrossed arm with a neutral density ﬁlter.
This straight-forward procedure leaves the Faraday noise
ﬂuctuation of the increased light power in principle
untouched and at the same time still takes advantage of
the balanced detection scheme to suppress all other common
intensity ﬂuctuations. In Ref. [53], Glasenapp et al. report a
potential increase of several orders of magnitude in spin
noise signal in n-GaAs, however, at the expense of an
increased spin dephasing rate due to the inﬂuence of higher
probe light power. A similar way of taking advantage of this
type of polarimetry is to enhance the sensitivity by detecting
the Faraday rotation noise signal in the dark arm of a Mach–
Zehnder interferometer like setup [55–57].
In addition, sophisticated polarimetry can be easily used
to suppress the Faraday rotation signal without affecting
the magnitude of the usually dominating photon shot noise
by employing a switchable retardation waveplate in the
detection setup (Fig. 2). This approach is very helpful if no
magnetic ﬁeld can be used to obtain a spectrum with an
altered spin noise spectrum in order to produce an adequate
difference spectrum, which contains spin noise only. This
can be the case, if, for example, the magnetic ﬁeld changes
the shape of the spin noise or if the maximal available
magnetic ﬁeld strength is not strong enough to produce an
adequate difference spectrum. A liquid crystal retarder
(LCR) was successfully used in Ref. [58] for this purpose
and Ref. [50] employed an electro-optic modulator (EOM) to
switch between sensitivity on circular or linear birefrin-
gence, respectively. The EOM has the advantage, that it can
be modulated much faster than the LCR, which reduces
remaining experimental noise sources, which cannot be
suppressed by the common noise rejection of the balanced
detection setup.
2.4 Electrical spectral analysis A high efﬁciency in
the spectral analysis is critical in order to obtain reliable spin
noise spectra. The ﬁrst SNS experiment on semiconductors
was carried out by Oestreich et al. with an electrical
sweeping spectrum analyzer resulting in a relatively low
signal-to-noise ratio despite long integration times. Sweep-
ing spectrum analyzers only sample one frequency window
within the resolution bandwidth at a time. For example, a
typical sweeping spectrum analyzer with a resolution
bandwidth of 0.1MHz scanning over a frequency window
of 100MHz uses only about 0.1% of the available
information delivered by the detection setup. The introduc-
tion of real-time fast FFT spectrum analyzers into SNS in
2007 by Römer et al. [35] can be regarded as the starting shot
of the current success of SNS in semiconductors. The
tremendous advantage of real-time FFT spectral analysis is
the high efﬁciency in time coverage of up to 100% due
the potential seamless data acquisition of spin noise at all
frequencies within the detection bandwidth. Typically, the
acquired time data is divided into blocks with ﬁxed size of a
power of two and Fourier transformed in real time. Finally,
the resulting Fourier power spectra are added up for
averaging. The higher efﬁciency by more than 3 orders of
magnitude allows even acquisition of spin noise spectra
of n-GaAs in real-time and the higher sensitivity ﬁnally
opened the way to the investigation of lower dimensional
systems [59] and eventually to the optical detection of spin
noise from a single spin, which is discussed further below.
2.5 Real-time FFT analysis Deeply connected with
the real-time FFT analysis is the question of digitization of
Figure 2 Standard setup for cw-semiconductor spin noise
spectroscopy. A low noise light source provides linearly polarized
light, which is transmitted through the sample. An optional
magnetic ﬁeld can modulate the stochastic spin polarization with a
Larmor frequency or suppress the inﬂuence of, e.g., nuclear ﬁelds
for certain geometries. The stochastic spin ﬂuctuation is mapped
onto the linear light polarization, which is then analyzed by a
polarization bridge. An optional switchable polarization plate like a
liquid-crystal retarder (LCR) or electro optic modulator can be used
in order to suppress the Faraday rotation signal while leaving all
other noise sources untouched. This enables an easy background
acquisition if no magnetic ﬁeld should be applied.
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the noise signals. In the case of cw-SNS, the bandwidth of
the employed electrical analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion
deﬁnes the upper limit on the detectable spin dephasing rates.
Most SNS measurements have been restricted so far to
sample systems, which show spin dephasing rates below
100MHz, which can be digitized with a rather high
accuracy [35, 58, 60–62]. Spin dephasing rates of a few
100MHz have been demonstrated with 1-GHz digitizers [59]
but faster digitizers are commercially available even up to
bandwidths larger than 10GHz. However, higher band-
widths are generally only available at the expense of a lower
amplitude resolution given by the bit depth. At a ﬁrst
glance, this might pose an obstacle since small spin noise
contributions are detected on a much larger shot noise
background.
Müller et al. [63] performed realistic simulations of spin
noise measurements in semiconductors in order to show to
which extent a low bit depth of fast digitizers reduces the
experimental sensitivity of SNS. The simulations are carried
out assuming a low-signal strength h of the peak spin noise
power in comparison to the photon shot noise density [13].
The low signal is typical for semiconductor systems in
contrast to atomic gases due to the weaker effective coupling
to the light ﬁeld, i.e., the total oscillator strength of dense
atomic gases is usually much higher compared to solid state
systems. The ratio h has been kept ﬁxed for the simulation
(h¼ 0.01) since both, white and spin noise contributions, are
equally ampliﬁed before being digitized. The A/D-conver-
sion is characterized by the bit depth R and the sampling rate
fs of the digitizer [64], which determines the maximal
detection bandwidth B¼ fs/2 due to the Nyquist–Shannon
theorem [65, 66]. Figure 3a schematically explains the
quantization process of a continuous input x for an R¼ 3 bit
digitizer. The quantized output y deviates from the analog
input signal x by a quantization error q¼ y x. If no
overload occurs, i.e., xj j > xmax, and the quantization error
does not depend on x then q is approximately uniformly
distributed over the maximal quantization error 2R/2 with a
standard deviation of sq¼ 2R121/2 [67].
Figure 3b shows the signal-to-noise ratio SNR normal-
ized by the number of averages N as a function of the input
load sWN for different bit depths R. The maximum signal of
h¼ 0.01 is well recovered for high bit depths. The rather
weak dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio on the bit depth
might seem unusual at ﬁrst since the quantization error
increases strongly with lower bit depth. Ironically, the
continuously distributed white shot noise helps to save the
SNR even for the lowest bit depths since the white noise
serves efﬁciently as additive dither to the spin noise signal
with amplitudes much smaller than the size of the least
signiﬁcant bit and heaves the spin noise signal above a
certain detection threshold [69–72]. This explains as well the
steep decrease in SNR for low overall input load at low bit
depths in Fig. 3b. The simulations yield the best SNR for an
optimal input load of sWN ¼ 0:1…0:2VV depending on the
bit depth for xmax¼ 0.5V. At much higher input loads the
overload error sq,over adds to the total noise together with
the white noise and quantization error and thereby reduces
the SNR again. Müller et al. extracted the overload error
from their simulations for an 8-bit quantizer, which is shown
in Fig. 3b on the right axis.
A cost-effective way to implement the FFT analysis for
very low frequencies in the kHz regime was shown by
Schulte et al. [73]. Here, a standard sound card was used to
study the spin dynamic of rubidium vapor in external
magnetic ﬁelds on the order of a few mT. In this low
frequency spin noise experiment, the high-resolution bit
depth of the sound card of 24 bit made it possible to waive
the usage of an additional voltage ampliﬁer in order to obtain
an optimized load of the digitizer. Together with the high
signal strength in atomic gases this makes the setup
described in Ref. [73] attractive for student laboratories.
3 Spin noise in semiconductors
3.1 Spin noise at different doping densities One
of the most intensively investigated material system in the
research ﬁeld of semiconductor spintronics is n-doped bulk
GaAs since it is easily available with high quality and spin
polarized electrons can be efﬁciently excited and detected
optically due to the well-known selection rules. The most
relevant spin relaxation mechanisms and experimental
results in this material system are reviewed in Refs. [12,
31, 74]. Electron spin relaxation in n-doped GaAs is well
understood for low temperatures and doping concentrations
far above the metal-to-insulator transition (MIT) as well for
all doping concentrations at high temperatures [75]. In these
cases, the Dyakonov–Perel (DP) spin relaxation dominates
since all electrons are delocalized and accordingly the spin
relaxation times are short. On the other extreme of very low
doping concentrations at low temperatures, the spin
relaxation times are again rather short due to the distinct
nature of the strong hyperﬁne interaction with the lattice
nuclei [76–80]. In contrast, for doping concentrations at the
Figure 3 (a) Input (black)–output (red) characteristic (with
quantization error (blue)) of a symmetric (with respect to zero)
midrise 3-bit digitizer. (b) Signal-to-noise ratio SNR (left axis)
normalized by the number of averages N [68] and the approximated
overload error sq,over as a function of the input load for different bit
depths. The solid lines are calculated taking into account sq and
sq,over. See also Ref. [63].
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MIT and low temperatures, the spin relaxation times turn out
to be very long. In this regime, the theoretical description
becomes more complicated due to the intricate interplay of
localized and free electrons. At the same time, the
experiments become more difﬁcult since optical excitation
changes the carrier temperature and scattering times, which
strongly affects the observed spin dynamic. Here, SNS
provides a perfect experimental tool to unravel the
undisturbed spin dynamic [81], i.e., the spin dynamic can
be extracted without the traditional extrapolation to zero
excitation power. Crooker et al. [36] and Römer et al. [61]
complement the Hanle depolarization experiments per-
formed by Dzhioev et al. [74] and measure the equilibrium
spin relaxation time by SNS for different doping concen-
trations around the MIT over a wide temperature range.
Figure 4 shows the main results obtained by Römer
et al. [61] for four different bulk n-GaAs samples with
doping concentrations around the MIT nMIT 1.8 1016
cm3 in dependence of the sample temperature. For very
low doping densities (nd¼ 1014 cm3) and low temper-
atures, clearly the strong hyperﬁne interaction is responsible
for the large spin dephasing rate. The strong localization is
reduced for slightly higher doping densities of nd¼ 2.7
 1015 cm3, which in turn decreases the spin dephasing
rate due to a more effective averaging over the random
nuclear spin environment. At higher temperatures, the
electrons delocalize easily into a Boltzmann distributed
three-dimensional density-of-states. The spin dephasing rate
now follows the typical T3/2 dependence for the DP
dominated regime. The same is true straightaway for the
highest doping density of nd¼ 8.8 1016 cm3 (blue
triangles in Fig. 4). However, for a doping density very
close to the MIT (nd¼ 1.8 1016 cm3), the spin dephasing
time for this sample system becomes extremely long at low
temperatures (ts 270 ns) due to the optimized interplay
between maximal averaging over the nuclear spin environ-
ment and minimized occupation of the spin split conduction
band. The temperature dependence of the spin dephasing rate
at the MIT regime consequently has to take into account both
effects as is best described by a model considering spin
dephasing in the hopping regime described by Shklov-
skii [82, 83] and anisotropic spin-exchange interaction in the
realm of Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya mechanism [84, 85] put
forward by Kavokin [86] and Putikka et al. [87]. More details
are elucidated in Ref. [61].
The distinct dependence of the typical spin noise
parameters like spin dephasing rate, integrated spin noise
power and g-factor on the doping density nd has been
exploited in a proof of principle experiment for mapping the
spatial distribution of nd in all three dimensions by Römer
et al. [58]. In this publication, the authors measured the
doping density proﬁle hidden inside a semiconductor stack
as shown in Fig. 5. The key ingredient provided by SNS is
that it (a) completely works in the transparent regime and (b)
the main spin noise signal automatically originates from the
focal volume due to the weighting by the inverse beam waist
area as outlined above. This precursor experiment has been
carried out with a limited detection bandwidth at low
temperatures in order to avoid the strong increase in the spin
dephasing rate with raising sample temperature [75].
However, the on-going development of SNS has overcome
the bandwidth limitation put in place by electro-optic
conversion and ultrafast SNS might yield a remedy in this
ﬁeld, which is discussed in more detail in the following
section.
3.2 Ultrafast spin noise spectroscopy Fast dy-
namical spin processes in semiconductors and atomic gases
under resonant excitation [88, 89] demand high detection
bandwidths whereat the traditional electro-optical conver-
sion in SNS dictates the technical limit of the maximum
achievable time resolution. On the other hand, ultrafast laser
spectroscopy provides a nearly unlimited time resolution
what concerns spin coherence processes in semiconductors.
Hence, an obvious way to extend the bandwidth of SNS is to
merge the advantages of ultrafast laser spectroscopy with
SNS. The usage of a single pulsed 80MHz picosecond-laser
oscillator has already enabled the extension of the detectable
Figure 4 Spin dephasing rate for four different samples with
doping concentrations around the metal-to-insulator transition
(MIT) in dependence of the sample temperature measured by spin
noise spectroscopy. The different models (solid lines) are described
in the text. For details also see Ref. [61].
Figure 5 (a) Schematic setup of depth resolved spin noise
spectroscopy (cf. Ref. [58]). (b) Integrated spin noise power in
dependence of the axial probe focus position.
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frequencies up to 16GHz by stroboscopic undersampling of
the spin dynamic into the accessible frequency regime [62].
Still, the complete full bandwidth of the electro-optical
receivers dictates the upper limit of the detectable spin
dephasing rates. In order to avoid this bottleneck, the spin
correlation has to be probed completely by ultrafast pulses as
suggested theoretically in Ref. [90]. Hübner et al. [91]
merged SNS with scanning temporal ultrafast delay (STUD)
techniques to overcome the bandwidth limitation. The
recasted STUD-SNS method is perfectly tailored to capture
the fast spin dynamic of systems, which are susceptible to
direct optical excitation otherwise. The STUD-SNS setup is
shown in Fig. 6 and consists of two free running picosecond
laser oscillators, which differ in their repetition rate fr by
Df and thereby automatically produce a pulse pair with a
linearly oscillating delay Dt. This way, the pulse pairs
subsequently probe the correlation of the spin dynamic
without loss of information compared to cw-SNS under
similar conditions [92]. The difference frequency Df is
typically set to a few kHz and thus the complete dynamic is
recorded on a sub-millisecond timescale on the order of 1/Df,
which directly entails the great advantage of inuring the
technique against external instabilities. A further improve-
ment of the signal-to-noise ratio can be achieved for spin
coherence times ts on the order of 1/(4fr) since a background
spectrum can be recorded in the same single scan. The
optimal parameters for ts and Df for this approach are
calculated in Ref. [91]. The method of STUD-SNS is
complementary to the ultrafast single laser SNS technique
employed in Ref. [62], which has a potentially very high
frequency resolution given by the number of points entering
the FFT analysis but a limited bandwidth of fs/2 set by the
sampling frequency (see Section 2.5). On the other hand,
STUD-SNS is resolution limited with a frequency resolution
of 2fr but capable of detecting extremely high bandwidths
given by the pulse width, e.g., (100 fs)1¼ 10 THz.
A more optimized version of STUD-SNS for even
shorter spin coherence times is employed by Berski
et al. [50]. Here, the delay Dt is technically restricted to
short times Dt91 ns and controlled by a lock-to-clock
system, which is advantageous for spin coherence times
much shorter than the repetition period of the laser oscillators
in order to obtain a high coverage of the acquisition time,
which contains spin noise. The investigated model system is
in this case highly doped n-GaAs with a well-known short
spin lifetime on the order of a few hundred picoseconds. A
typically measured ultrashort spin-correlation is shown as an
inset in Fig. 6. In addition to the successful demonstration of
ultrafast SNS with a full bandwidth of more than 60GHz
Berski et al. observe an inhomogeneous spin decoherence,
which is attributed to the intrinsically present donor density
ﬂuctuation due to the growth of the host material at thermal
equilibrium. Here, the spin of the individual electrons adding
up to a statistically present spin polarization serves as a local
probe of the three-dimensional environment inside the
bulk material. A closely related effect was observed in a
more advanced two-dimensional carrier system by Müller
et al. [60], which is presented in the following section.
3.3 Quantum well systems The transition from
bulk semiconductors to 2D systems has been a quite large
transition for SNS since the absolute number of probed
carriers reduces drastically from several billion to a few ten
thousands. However, quantum wells bear the great advan-
tage of engineering the relatively sharp optical transition
energy according to the material systems at hand. Further-
more, the freedom of choice for certain symmetry constrains
in the zinc-blende crystallographic system has been
exploited [93] to obtain very long spin dephasing times in
two-dimensional heterostructures with their quantization
axis oriented in the (110)-direction. Henceforth, (110)-GaAs
quantum wells attracted great attention in the realm of
semiconductor spintronics since here the electron spin
relaxation times are extremely long even at room tempera-
ture [94] and mostly limited by intersubband electron
scattering induced spin relaxation (ISR) [95]. However, at
low temperatures the impact of ISR is weak and without the
DP mechanism [96] spin relaxation only takes place via
the Bir–Aronov–Pikus mechanism resulting from electron–
hole exchange interaction of free carriers [97, 98] or
excitonic electron–hole spin interaction [99], which rele-
vance increases with excitation densities [37]. SNS avoids
optical excitation and is therefore perfectly suited to
determine the experimentally unaltered contingently long
intrinsic spin-relaxation time tz.
Müller et al. [60] demonstrated that the intrinsic, low
temperature spin decoherence time tz in modulation n-doped
GaAs (110) QWs can be measured by SNS and yields much
longer tz than measured previously [94, 95]. In addition, the
two-dimensional conﬁnement bears the advantage to obtain
a better understanding of the spatial electron dynamic. Here,
Müller et al. [60] used the spin of the electron as a marking
property to record the dynamic of electrons moving into and
Figure 6 Schematic STUD-SNS setup (cf. Ref. [91]). Here, the
time delay is provided automatically due to the difference Df in the
repetition rates of the laser oscillators. An extension of the setup is
described in Ref. [50] where the time delay Dt is controlled by a
lock-to-clock system and thus can be restricted to very short times.
Here, an electro-optic modulator (EOM) helps to obtain a
background spectrum similar to the liquid-crystal retarder described
in Section 2.1. The inset shows a typical correlation function taken
from Ref. [50].
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out-off the sampling area in the plane of the quantum well.
The principle is shown in Fig. 7.
Figure 7a displays the characteristic scenario of the
detected spin coherence and decoherence. The recorded spin
dynamic is composed of at least two main components. One
is the intrinsic spin decay rate g iz while the other is
determined by the probability of the electrons leaving the
sampling area A ¼ pw20 due to a Brownian motion. The
diffusion length for a classical Brownian motion is 2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dt
p
[3,
100] as shown in Fig. 7a, where D represents the spin
diffusion length [101]. Figure 7b shows the measured spin
decay rate of the stochastically oriented electron spins in
dependence of the probe spot waist (radius) w0 under
different experimental conditions. It is clearly seen that for
small sampling areas the spin dynamic is dominated by spin
diffusion whereas for large areas the spin decay rate
converges to its intrinsic value. The solid lines in Fig. 7b are
a numerical calculation of the joint spin dynamic for
different spin diffusion constants taking into account the
Gaussian laser intensity distribution and an intrinsic spin
decay rate of g is ¼ ½23:9ð1:4Þ ns1. Even though, yielding at
that time one of the longest spin coherence times measured in
(110)-GaAs quantum wells (see also Ref. [102]) there still
seems to be an intrinsic limit. This limiting constraint has
been identiﬁed to result from random Rashba ﬁelds
originating from the internal electric ﬁelds on a mesoscopic
scale due to ﬂuctuating nature of dopant sheet densities for
modulation doped quantum wells. These electric ﬁelds are
the source for locally lifting the spin degeneracy in the (110)-
direction [103–105]. This, however, brings the typical DP
mechanism back into these promising two-dimensional
systems. Griesbeck et al. [106] employed a specially
designed (110)-grown heterostructure system in order to
suppress the spin dephasing inﬂuence of random Rashba-
ﬁelds and successfully obtained even longer spin dephasing
times. The ultimate way to supress the inﬂuence of the band
dispersion onto the spin dynamic are zero-dimensional
semiconductor systems, which are discussed in the following
section.
3.4 Spin noise in quantum dots In contrast to
atoms, semiconductor quantum dots offer the unique
property that the energy of the optical transitions can be
engineered and single quantum dots can be selectively
addressed. Furthermore, compared to higher dimensional
semiconductor systems, all dispersion related spin dephasing
mechanisms are much stronger suppressed in quantum dots.
Therefore, the spins of carriers conﬁned in quantum dots are
favored as possible candidates for a quantum-bit implemen-
tation in solid state quantum information processing [107,
108]. The decoherence times of carrier spins in quantum dots
are mainly limited by the strength of the hyperﬁne and
dipole-like coupling to the nuclear spin bath [80] which is
present in all typical III–V material based systems (cf.
Table 1). An intelligent way to sidestep the inﬂuence of the
hyperﬁne interaction is the investigation of the spin of holes
which – unlike electrons – have p-type Bloch wave functions
with a vanishing probability density at the nuclei [109–111].
Thus, instead of a strong Fermi-contact interaction hole-
spins experience a potentially weaker dipole–dipole type
coupling to the nuclear spin bath, which results in
signiﬁcantly longer spin relaxation times of holes compared
to electrons. The remaining interaction magnitude is strain
induced [112] due to mixing of the bands and could be even
further reduced in GaAs quantum dots grown by droplet
epitaxy [113]. Furthermore, the inﬂuence of the nuclear ﬁeld
can be quenched by an external longitudinal magnetic ﬁeld,
which exceeds the effective nuclear ﬁeld [114, 115]. The
hole-spin relaxation times are ﬁnally limited by single hole-
acoustic-phonon scattering, which can produce a spin-ﬂip
between nuclear ﬁeld induced Zeeman-split states, two-
phonon processes [116] and quadrupolar coupling to local
electrical ﬁelds [117]. Measurements on ensembles of self-
assembled (InGa)As quantum dots already yielded hole
spin lifetimes of a few ten nanoseconds measured by
photoluminescence [114] and even longer for spin noise
measurements [118]. On the downside, one quantum dot
seldomly is alike another within an quantum dot ensemble.
The obvious alternative is either implementing techniques
to produce identical quantum dots or the investigation of
individual quantum dots.
Dahbashi et al. [2] demonstrated in their recent paper, the
ﬁrst spin noise measurements on a single hole conﬁned in an
individual quantum dot enclosed in a Bragg-mirror cavity.
The cavity enhances the Faraday rotation signal due to
multiple passes of the electric ﬁeld [119–121] and enables
spin noise measurements in reﬂection geometry as sketched
in Fig. 8a. Figure 8b shows the measured total spin noise
power PSN originating from an individual singly charged
quantum dot (blue points, right axis) versus the detuning of
the probe photon energy. The solid lines represent the
spectral positions of the optical transitions of a charged
(no px,y splitting) and uncharged (px,y splitting present)
single quantum dot, respectively, measured by polarization
resolved photoluminescence [122]. The charging state with
an odd number of resident holes is identiﬁed by (a) the
observation of a lacking splitting of the photoluminescence
Figure 7 (a) Schematic representation of the spin diffusion leading
to an effective spin decay rate detected in the sampling area given
by the beam waist w0. (b) Measured spin decay rate at a sample
temperature of 20K in dependence of the effective laser focus
radius for different probing energies DE with respect to the
electronic resonance. The solid lines represent the numerically
calculated convolution of the joint intrinsic and diffusion limited
spin decay. See also Ref. [60] for further details.
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in the linear polarization basis px,y and (b) by the p-type
background doping, which has been measured before on the
same sample even for a higher quantum dot density via
the determination of a typical inhomogeneous hole-spin
dephasing time [52].
Similar to recent spin noise measurements on ensembles
of quantum dots [52, 59, 118] Dahbashi et al. [2] use a
magnetic ﬁeld to distinguish between the background noise
and spin noise. Figure 9 schematically depicts the inﬂuence
of an external magnetic ﬁeld ~Bext on the detected spin
dynamic for an arbitrarily oriented spin ~S under the
inﬂuence of a random nuclear ﬁeld ~BN. The projection of~S
onto the effective magnetic ﬁeld ~Beff deﬁnes the two well-
known transverse T2-like (blue) and longitudinal T1-like
(red) spin dephasing and relaxation times, respectively. The
temporal dynamic of the z-component of each component
consequently appears either as a spin noise signal at the
respective Larmor frequency vL ¼ gmB Beffj j=h in the spin
noise spectrum or around zero frequency, respectively. The
temporal dynamic represented by the low frequency T1-like
contribution is determined by the timescale on which Beff
or BN changes. In quantum dots, however, the change of
BN, e.g., due to nuclear spin diffusion can be very long,
reaching timescale on the order of 1s [123] but also
depends on the intricate conditions of dynamic nuclear
polarization if optical pumping is involved [124]. Without
any external magnetic ﬁelds, Beff is fully determined by the
random nuclear ﬁeld which magnitude follows a Maxwell-
distribution for an average mean of N 105 nuclear
spins [77, 78, 125]. As a consequence, the detected spin
noise spectrum related to the inhomogeneous transverse spin
relaxation time T

2 appears in the form of a Maxwell function
which is usually much broader than the intrinsic decoherence
time T2. For an equatorial applied external magnetic ﬁeld,
i.e., perpendicular to the detection direction (~By in Fig. 9)
the respective spin noise spectrum appearing at the
Larmor frequency transforms into a Gaussian distribution
for ByBN. However, for a large g-factor inhomogeneity –
as typically colligated with quantum dot ensembles – the
width of the Gaussian like noise power density increases
linearly with By [19, 59]. The impact of oblique magnetic
ﬁelds becomes even more complex if the effective g-factor
g is strongly anisotropic with respect to the axial and
equatorial directions [125]. For example, the anisotropy is
very pronounced for hole spins in two- or lower dimensional
systems due to their p-type nature of their waveforms [126].
But also electron spins are affected by g-factor anisotropies
invoked by structural anisotropies [93].
External magnetic ﬁelds applied in the axial direction,
i.e., the z-direction, evoke the opposite trend what concerns
the appearance of nuclear ﬁeld effects in the detected
electron- or hole-spin dynamic. If Bz exceeds BN, the
distribution of Beff strongly narrows, leaving effectively only
the longitudinal Sz1 component. Please note, that the
Figure 8 (a) Schematic representation of the investigated sample.
One layer of self-assembled quantum dots is enclosed inside the
electric ﬁeld antinode of a semiconductor Bragg-mirror cavity. (b)
Measured total spin noise power (blue points, right axis) versus
detuning of the photon energy. The solid lines show the spectral
positions of a charged (no px,y splitting) and uncharged (px,y
splitting) quantum dot measured by photoluminescence. See also
Ref. [2] for further details.
Figure 9 Schematic representation of the longitudinal (red) and
transverse (blue) spin noise contributions for an arbitrary spin
orientation~S . The random average nuclear ﬁeld~BN adds up with an
applied external longitudinal~Bz or transversal ﬁeld~By, respectively,
to the effective local magnetic ﬁeld acting upon the central electron
or hole spin, respectively. For anisotropic transverse and axial
g-factors with respect to the growth direction – as they are typical
for self-assembled semiconductor quantum dots – the impact of the
external magnetic ﬁeld directions have to be scaled accordingly.
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distribution itself of BN does not change under the condition
gNmNB	 kBT, where gN and mN are the nuclear g-factor and
magneton, respectively, i.e., the nuclear spins are not
polarized. Additionally, one has to keep in mind that the total
spin noise power is constant in thermodynamic equilibrium,
which entails that – if no polarization by the magnetic ﬁeld
takes place – the spin noise power from the suppressed
inhomogeneous transverse contributions appears in the
longitudinal contribution. Furthermore, under the condition
gmBB	 kBT, the measured spin longitudinal relaxation
time merges with the transverse spin decoherence time
T1¼ T2 [15, 127] and the magnetic ﬁeld has merely the task
to suppress spin dephasing inﬂuence by the random nuclear
ﬁelds. As a consequence, T1 gives for low axial magnetic
ﬁelds an approximate upper bound on the homogenous
coherence time via the general relation T1 
 T2  T 2. The
extracted coherence times of180ms (Fig. 10) are therefore
comparable to T2 times extracted by Hahn-echo experiments
for electrons in gate-deﬁned quantum dots at ultralow
temperatures [128].
Dahbashi et al. observed in their very recent spin noise
measurements on single hole-spins a huge magnetic ﬁeld
dependence of T1, i.e., an efﬁcient suppression of BN already
for small magnetic ﬁelds of a few ten milli-Tesla. They
ﬁnally reach measured hole-spin coherence times of 180ms
for a magnetic ﬁeld Bz¼ 31mT. The ﬂat geometry of typical
self-assembled quantum dots produces a strong g-factor
anisotropy for holes, which is in favor of using small
longitudinal magnetic ﬁelds in order to suppress the
inhomogeneous spin dephasing by the random nuclear ﬁeld
(see also Ref. [125]). The extracted dependency of gs/B3/2
is not fully understood up to now and the experimental
ﬁndings might shed some light on the strongly discussed
central-spin problem where the complex interaction of a
central spin with a spin bath has produced theoretical
predictions ranging from a strong increase of gs with B to
exponential decrease of gs with B.
Besides the impact of the nuclear magnetic ﬁeld onto the
detected very long spin coherence times, residual absorption
might reset the evolving spin coherence. In the case of the
excitation of an additional electron–hole pair, the probability
of the electron recombining with either of the holes forming
a singlet is equal if one assumes a fast spin decoherence of
the electron due to strong hyperﬁne interaction. In this case,
excitation and reemission leaves behind a spin-up or spin-
down state with 50% probability. The reset rate strongly
depends on the detuning of the probe laser from the
respective resonance and the photon ﬂux, i.e., the probe light
intensity. Interestingly, the relative detuning changes in this
quantum dot sample during the measurement by a few meV
due to spectral wandering of the energetically narrow
quantum dot resonance. These distinct and random shifts of
the optical transitions are related to charge ﬂuctuations of
defects in the vicinity of the quantum dot and give rise to
the inhomogeneous broadening of the integrated spin noise
power PSN shown in Fig. 8b). The distinct features of the
Faraday rotation strength in dependence of detuning – as
they are observed for homogenous atomic resonances – are
in this sample hidden in the blend of the distinct single
quantum dot environmental conﬁgurations. Nevertheless,
the conﬁgurations are discrete which becomes obvious in the
intensity dependence of the absorption-broadened spin
decoherence rate shown in Fig. 10. The distinct conﬁg-
urations differ in their detuning with respect to the probe
photon energy and alternate in their main contribution to the
effective extracted width gh of the spin noise spectrum with
increasing probe laser intensity. For three single quantum dot
conﬁgurations with an intrinsic spin dephasing rate of
(7.6ms)1 (dashed lines), the total calculated spin dephasing
rate (solid line) nearly perfectly follows the measured data in
dependency on the optical absorption rate given by the probe
laser intensity (for details on the simulation and its
parameters see Ref. [2]).
3.5 Spin noise in ZnO Up to recently, all experiments
on spin noise in semiconductors have been restricted to the
typical III–V GaAs based semiconductor systems. However,
there exists a vast number of experimental and theoretical
works dealing with the speciﬁc peculiarities of the spin
dynamic in II–VI semiconductors down to the single
quantum dot level [129]. Especially oxide based II–VI wide
band gap semiconductors like ZnO and ZnO/ZnMgO
nanostructures have attracted high attention for their unique
optoelectronic properties [130], potential application in
semiconductor spintronics [11, 131–134], and spin based
quantum-optronics [135]. ZnO promises very long electron
spin coherence times even at room temperature, which
results from the rather weak inﬂuence of the spin orbit
splitting onto the conduction band states due to the large
Figure 10 Measured spin dephasing rate gs of a single heavy hole-
spin conﬁned in a self-assembled quantum dot in dependence of the
probe-laser intensity (black squares). The red line is a simulation of
the absorption induced shortening of the spin coherence taking into
account the joint contribution of three different quantum dot
resonances (dashed lines). The lowest measured value corresponds
to 180ms while the model extrapolates a coherence time of 7.6ms.
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band gap and light atomic species [136, 137]. Furthermore,
the scalability of hyperﬁne interaction in ZnO between
lattice nuclei and conﬁned carriers drawn from the cost-
efﬁcient availability of stable isotopes, which do not carry a
nuclear spin [138] (see Table 1) makes this material very
attractive concerning its applicability in semiconductor
spintronics.
Horn et al. [139] investigate the intrinsic spin dynamic of
donor bound electrons at the D0X transition [140] in ZnO by
optical SNS. The measurements reveal the transverse and
longitudinal spin relaxation of donor bound electrons with
respect to the mutual random hyperﬁne ﬁeld whereat only a
low fraction of the host nuclei carry a nuclear spin.
Furthermore, they observe an additional, very short spin
dephasing time, which is attributed to the increased
interaction with defects located inside the effective donor
volume. Figure 11 shows a set of spin noise measurements
recorded for different transverse magnetic ﬁelds at low
temperatures. The spin noise spectra consist of three major
contributions which are the typical longitudinal T1- and
transverse T

2-like spin dephasing times and the T2-like
defect mediated spin decoherence time. The peculiar natural
nuclear spin composition in ZnO yields an inhomogeneous
spin lifetime of T

2  26 ns for donor bound electrons,
which is approximately an order of magnitude longer
compare to the spin coherence time of donor bound electrons
in GaAs.
4 Outlook SNS in semiconductors has proven itself as
a very versatile and widely applicable tool for the low-
invasive investigation of the spin dynamic in a variety of
semiconductor systems. In addition to the persistent and high
activity, both experimentally and theoretically, of employing
SNS in classical [18, 88, 89, 141–144] and quantum atomic
gases [145–147], there is a tremendously increasing interest
of extending this technique even further into the ﬁeld of
semiconductor physics. Recent works investigate SNS in
quantum wires [148–150] or spin noise of exciton polaritons
in microcavities [151]. The intrinsic connection of the
statistical temporal dynamic with the spectral composition of
the associated noise spectrum even withstands deviation
from thermodynamic equilibrium [152] as it is the case for
quasi equilibrium conditions like the electrically driven spin
Hall-effect [153]. Also semiconductor systems exist, which
have comparable spectral properties and feature homoge-
nous spin systems like atomic gases as, for example,
Figure 11 Spin noise spectra of bulk ZnO in units of optical shot
noise power measured at different transverse magnetic ﬁelds. The
background spectrum has been acquired at the maximum available
ﬁeld strength of B?¼ 10mT and subtracted, i.e., the shown
spectrum at 10mT represents the remaining uncertainty of two
subsequent measurements. The solid lines represent ﬁts with three
different spin noise contributions, which are explained in the text.
Further details on the sample and the experimental conditions are
listed in Ref. [139].
Table 1 Listing of the abundance of isotopes and their nuclear spin (shown in parentheses) for a selection of the most important
semiconductor materials. The data is collected from the NIST isotope database.
compound A-element B-element
BN 10B(3): 19.9%, 11B(3/2): 80.1% 14N(1): 99.6%, 15N(1/2): 0.4%
AIP 27Al(0): 100% 31P(1/2): 100%
GaAs 69Ga(3/2): 60.1%, 71Ga(3/2): 39.9% 75As(3/2): 100%
InSb 113In(9/2): 4.3%, 115In(9/2): 95.7% 121Sb(5/2): 57.4%, 123Sb(7/2): 42.6%%
C 12C(0): 98.9%, 13C(1/2): 1.1%
Si 28Si(0): 92.2%, 29Si(1/2): 4.7%, 30Si(0): 3.1%
Ge 70Ge(0): 21.2%, 72Ge(0): 27.7%, 73Ge(9/2): 7.7%, 74Ge(0): 35.9%, 76Ge(0): 7.4%
BeO 9Be(3/2): 100% 16O(0): 99.8%, 17O(5/2): 0.04%, 18O(0): 0.2%
MgS 24Mg(0): 79%, 25Mg(5/2): 10%, 26Mg(0): 11% 32S(0): 95%, 33S(3/2): 0.8%, 34S(0): 4.2%, 36S(0): 0.02%
ZnO 64Zn(0): 48.6%, 66Zn(0): 27.9%, 67Zn(5/2): 4.1%,
68Zn(0): 18.8%, 70Zn(0): 0.6%
16O(0): 99.8%, 17O(5/2): 0.04%, 18O(0): 0.2%
ZnSe 64Zn(0): 48.6%, 66Zn(0): 27.9%, 67Zn(5/2): 4.1%,
68Zn(0): 18.8%, 70Zn(0): 0.6%
74Se(0): 0.1%, 76Se(0): 9.4%, 77Se(0): 7.6%,
78Se(0): 23.8%, 80Se(0): 49.6%, 82Se(0): 8.7%
CdTe 106Cd(0): 1.3%, 108Cd(0): 0.9%, 110Cd(0): 12.5%,
111Cd(1/2): 12.8%, 112Cd(0): 23.1%,
113Cd(1/2): 12.2%, 114Cd(0): 28.7%
120Te(0): 0.1%, 122Te(0): 2.6%, 123Te(1/2): 0.9%,
124Te(0): 4.8%, 125Te(1/2): 7.1%, 126Te(0): 19%,
128Te(0): 31.7%, 130Te(0): 33.8%
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localized donor (acceptor) bound carriers in very low doped
ultrapure GaAs [154, 155] or isotopically pure silicon [156,
157]. The ability to detect ultra-long spin coherence times
like in single quantum dots moves SNS one step closer to the
realization of true quantum non-demolition measurements in
semiconductors as they have already been successfully
demonstrated in atom optics in a number of experiments [41,
145, 158, 159]. These promising preconditions might soon
empower SNS in semiconductors to create quantum
entanglement by the joint quantum non-demolition mea-
surement of the linked entities as it was already successfully
demonstrated in atom optics including the proof of
entanglement of the spin degree of freedom in macroscopic
atomic ensembles [43, 160]. Furthermore, the information
obtained from spin noise is not limited to the three major
entities elaborated in Section 2.1, i.e., the signal strength, the
Larmor-frequency and spin dephasing rate corresponding to
the 0th, 1st, and 2nd cumulant of a random variable, but is
capable to provide a much deeper insight into correlated
processes [161–163]. Such correlations obtained from the
ﬂuctuation spectrum of continuous weak measurements are
envisioned to support the realization of quantum-bit
operations with acceptable ﬁdelities [164]. This applies,
for example, to carrier spins conﬁned in quantum dots [107,
165–169] with the prospect outlook to reach entanglement of
the spin degree of freedom in quantum dots [170, 171],
which can be possibly integrated into quantum-repeater
schemes [172].
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